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Preface

This book is a concise introduction to the art of Stata programming. It covers three types of programming that can be used in working with Stata: do-file programming, ado-file programming, and Mata functions that work in conjunction with do- and ado-files. Its emphasis is on the automation of your work with Stata and how programming on one or more of these levels can help you use Stata more effectively.

In the development of these concepts, I do not assume that you have prior experience with Stata programming, although familiarity with the command-line interface is helpful. Examples are drawn from several disciplines, although my background as an applied econometrician is evident in the selection of some sample problems. The introductory chapter motivates the why: why should you invest time and effort into learning Stata programming? In chapter 2, I discuss elementary concepts of the command-line interface and describe some commonly used tools for working with programs and datasets.

The format of the book may be unfamiliar to readers who have some familiarity with other books that help you learn how to use Stata. Beginning with chapter 3, each odd-numbered chapter is followed by a “cookbook” chapter containing several “recipes”, 40 in total. Each recipe poses a problem: how can I perform a certain task with Stata programming? The recipe then provides a complete solution to the problem and describes how the features presented in the previous chapter can be put to good use. As in the kitchen, you may not want to follow a recipe exactly from the cookbook; just as in cuisine, a minor variation on the recipe may meet your needs, or the techniques presented in that recipe can help you see how Stata programming applies to your specific problem.

Most Stata users who delve into programming make use of do-files to automate and document their work. Consequently, the major focus of the book is do-file programming, covered in chapters 3, 5, 7, and 9. Some users will find that writing formal Stata programs, or ado-files, meets their needs. Chapter 11 is a concise summary of ado-file programming, with the following cookbook chapter presenting several recipes that contain developed ado-files. Stata’s matrix programming language, Mata, can also be helpful in automating certain tasks. Chapter 13 presents a summary of Mata concepts and the key features that allow interchange of variables, scalars, macros, and matrices. The last chapter presents several examples of Mata functions developed to work with ado-files. All the do-files, ado-files, Mata functions, and datasets used in the book’s examples and recipes are available from the Stata Press web site, as discussed in Notation and typography.
In summary, you may want to consider whether the convenience of an *egen* function is offset by its computational burden. Coding the logic in your do-file can be a more efficient approach.\(^6\)

### 4.2 Computing summary statistics over groups

**The problem.** Your dataset has a hierarchical nature, where observations represent individuals who are also identified by their household ID code or represent records of individual patient visits that can be aggregated over the patient ID or over the clinic ID. In the latter case, you can define groups of observations belonging to a particular patient or to a particular clinic.

With this kind of hierarchical data structure, you may want to compute summary statistics for the groups. This can be performed readily in Stata with **tabstat**, but that command will only display a table of summary measures. Alternatively, you could use **collapse** to generate a dataset of aggregated values for a variety of summary statistics, or you could use **contract** to generate a collapsed dataset of frequencies. However, you may find that these options do not fit the bill.

What if you want to juxtapose the summary statistics for each aggregate unit with the individual observations to compute one or more variables for each record? For instance, you might have repeated-measures data for a physician’s patients measuring their height, weight, and blood pressure at the time of each office visit. You might want to flag observations where their weight is above their median weight, or where their blood pressure is above the 75th percentile of their repeated measurements.

**The solution.** Computations such as these can be done with a judicious use of by-groups (see section 3.5). For instance,

```
by patientid: egen medwt = median(weight)
by patientid: egen bp75 = pctlile(bp), p(75)
```

We have stressed that you should avoid using variables to store constant values (which would occur if you omitted the **by patientid:** prefix). But here we are storing a separate constant for each **patientid.** You can now compute indicators for weight, blood pressure, and at-risk status by using the **byte** data type for these binary variables:

```
generate byte highwt = weight > medwt & !missing(weight, medwt)
generate byte highbp = bp > bp75 & !missing(bp, bp75)
generate byte atrisk = highwt & highbp
```

If you need to calculate a sum for each group (**patientid here), you can use the **total()** function for **egen.** Alternatively, to improve computational efficiency, you could use

---

\(^6\) As I discuss in chapter 13, Mata functions may also prove useful in reducing the computational burden involved with tasks like these.
by patientid: generate atriskvisits = sum(atrisk)
by patientid: generate n.atrisk = atriskvisits if .n == .N
gsort -n.atrisk
list patientid n.atrisk if inrange(n.atrisk, 1, .)

This sequence of commands uses the `sum()` function from `generate`, which is a running sum. Its value when `.n == .N` is the total for that `patientid`. We store that value as `n.atrisk` and sort it in descending order with `gsort`. The `list` command then prints one record per `patientid` for those patients with at least one instance of `atrisk` in their repeated measures.

4.3 Computing the extreme values of a sequence

The problem. Let’s assume that you have hierarchical data, such as observations of individual patient visits to a clinic. In the previous recipe, we described how summary statistics for each patient could be calculated. These include extrema, for instance, the highest weight ever recorded for each patient or the lowest serum cholesterol reading. What you may need, however, is the record to date for those variables: the maximum (minimum) value observed so far in the sequence. This is a “record” value in the context of setting a record, for instance, maximum points scored per game or minimum time recorded for the 100-yard dash. How might you compute these values for hierarchical data?8

The solution. First, let’s consider a single sequence (that is, data for a single patient in our example above). You might be tempted to think that this is a case where looping over observations will be essential—and you would be wrong! We exploit the fact that Stata’s `generate` and `replace` commands respect Stata’s sort order (see Newson [2004]). We need record only the first observation’s value, and then we can use `replace` to generate the “record high”:

```
sort visitdate
generate maxwt = weight in 1
replace maxwt = max(maxwt[_n - 1], weight) in 2/1
```

Usually, you need not worry about missing values, because the `max()` function is smart enough to ignore them unless it is asked to compare missing with missing. If we want to calculate a similar measure for each `patientid` in the dataset, we use the same mechanism:

```
sort patientid visitdate
by patientid: generate minchol = serumchol if .n == 1
by patientid: replace minchol = min(minchol[_n - 1], serumchol) if .n > 1
```

7. The `gsort` command is presented in section 3.5.1.
8. This recipe relies heavily on the response to the Stata frequently asked question “How do I calculate the maximum or minimum seen so far in a sequence?” (http://www.stata.com/support/faqs/data/sequence2.html), written by Nicholas J. Cox.
With repeated-measures data, we cannot refer to observations 1, 2, etc., because those are absolute references to the entire dataset. Under the control of a by-group, the \texttt{n} and \texttt{N} values are redefined to refer to the observations in that by-group, allowing us to refer to \texttt{n} in the \texttt{generate} command and the prior observation in that by-group with a \texttt{[n - 1]} subscript.

### 4.4 Computing the length of spells

**The problem.** Assume that you have ordered data (for instance, a time series of measurements) and you would like to examine spells in the data. These might be periods during which a qualitative condition is unchanged, as signaled by an indicator variable. As examples, consider the sequence of periods during which a patient's cholesterol remains above the recommended level or a worker remains unemployed or a released offender stays clear of the law. Alternatively, spells might signal repeated values of a measured variable, such as the number of years that a given team has been ranked first in its league. Our concern with spells can involve identifying their existence and measuring their duration. This discussion of these issues relies heavily on Cox (2007b). I am grateful to Nick Cox for his cogent exposition.

**The solution.** One solution to this problem involves using a ready-made Stata command, \texttt{tsspell}, written by Nicholas J. Cox. This command can handle any aspect of our investigation. It does require that the underlying data be defined as a Stata time series with \texttt{tsset}. This makes it less than ideal if your data are ordered but not evenly spaced, such as patient visits to their physician, which can be irregularly timed.\footnote{As Cox points out (Cox 2007b, 250), the ordered data may not have a time dimension at all, but may refer to spatial orientation.} Another issue arises, though: that raised in section 4.1 with respect to \texttt{egen}. The \texttt{tsspell} program is fairly complicated interpreted code, which may impose a computational penalty when applied to a very large dataset. You may need only one simple feature of the program for your analysis. Thus you may want to consider analyzing the spells in do-file code, which is much simpler than the invocation of \texttt{tsspell}. As in section 4.1, you can generally avoid explicit looping over observations, and you will want to do so whenever possible.

Assume that you have a variable denoting the ordering of the data (which might be a Stata date or date-and-time variable, but need not be) and that the data have been sorted on that variable. The variable of interest is \texttt{employer}, which takes on the values A, B, C, ..., or missing for periods of unemployment. You want to identify the beginning of each spell with an indicator variable. How do we know that a spell has begun? The condition

\begin{verbatim}
generate byte beginspell = employer != employer'[n-1]
\end{verbatim}

will suffice to define the start of each new spell (using the \texttt{byte} data type to define this indicator variable). Of course, the data can be left-censored in the sense that we do not start observing the employee's job history on his or her date of hire. But the fact that \texttt{employer'[n-1]} is missing for period 1 does not matter, because it will be captured as
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